Composite outline of the original Vikrama-carita         xcv
lively; They did not understand what was intended, and tho they
askt many people they could not find a solution. Traveling about
for this purpose they came to Vikrama's assembly, but no one even
here could solve it. They came to Pratisthana7 then, and Qaliva-
hana8 solved the problem, saying that land, grain, gold and other
metals, and live-stock were indicated by earth, straw, coals, and bones
respectively. When Vikrama heard of this he sent9 to Pratisthana to
summon Qalivahana. gut Q. would not come, and returned an
insolent answer. Then in anger V. marcht with an army against Pr.9
and besieged it. Upon appeal, 5e?a> the father of Q., brought to life
a toy-army (made of clay) 10 which Qalivahana had made in the
potter's house where he dwelt; and this army fought the army of
Vikrama, but without success11 until, upon further prayer, Qe§a sent
serpents who stung the army of Vikrama into insensibility. V. by
propitiatory rites won from the serpent-king Vasuki a jar of nectar
to revivify his army. On the way he met two brahmans12 who ob-
tained from him a promise to grant whatever they askt; thereupon
they askt for the jar of nectar. Asking who they were, he found that
they were envoys of Qalivahana;13 but because he had once given
his promise he nevertheless gave them the nectar.14
1. Purandarapurl SR; no name in BR. 2. Named Dhanapati JR, Dhanadatta
MR. 3. In MR we first hear the story of the four vessels from the lips of the four
men themselves, who tell it to Vikrama. 4. This location not mentioned in BR, JR.
5. This order not mentioned in BR, JR; stated later in MR. 6. After a quarrel among
the sons JR, among their wives SR. 7. Plthasthana BR. 8. All versions say he is the
son of a serpent-prince (Qesa, not named in JR), but the story of Ms birth is told
only in JR, and JR's account is different from that found in Section IV, p. 24. JR
here says that he was the son of a beautiful widow, whose two brothers suspected each
other of being their sister's seducer and left the country, while Qalivahana was brought
up by his mother, in the house of a potter. 9. The letter is quoted in full in SR.
10. Not mentioned in BR. In SR Calivahana brings the army to life with a charm,
instead of by appeal to his father as in MR, JR. 11. The preliminary success of
Vikrama is stated in SR, JR, and omitted or only implied in MR, BR. SR describes
the battle vividly in several long verses. 12. Two men JR; a single brahman SR,
BR; in MR the two were really serpent-princes in disguise, sent by <2e§a personally
to get the nectar from V. 13. Of Qesa MR. 14. JR tells us that Vasuki was so
pleased with the king's honorable conduct that he raised up his army. In MR the king
goes to fight Q. in spite of the loss of the nectar; but in SR he returns home, and
this is implied in Bit also.

